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FRIDAY NIGHT

17.00 OPENING CEREMONY
17.30 Just Chuck

18.30 Goosebumpz + Hoopnosis
20.00 The smiGGle Show + Voodoo Fire Theatre
21.00 Dysphemic + Creatrix
22.30 Duos + Violet Flames
00.00 Afrogalactic + Photon
01.30-03.00 Operon

6-8 O

cto
ber

Workshops

THE MUSIC
SUNDAY

SATURDAY

08.00 Jekks + Yoga
09.00 Watasuni

10.30 Ashcats Soundsystem

+ A Mad Hatter's Tea Party
12.00 Soundfood
14.00 Tranceducer
15.30 Vinny Xavier + Borys Zagrocki
– Extreme Bicycle Stunts
17.00 Paul Abad
18.30 Grouch + Hoopnosis
20.00 Psymon + Vertigals
21.30 smiGGle + Rhythm of Color & Light
23.00 CPU + Violet Flames

00.30 Mad Maxx
02.00 Dark Nebula + Photon
03.30 Farebi Jalebi
05.00 Loose Cannon
06.30 Yestermorrow
08.00 AudioUnit
09.30 Atomizers
11.00 Purple Hayes
12.30 Blue Tongue
14.00 Like Liquid
15.30 Tom Cosm
17.00 Grouch
19.00 Ziv
20.30 CLOSING CEREMONY
21.00-22.00 Old Man River

REMEMBER TO LEAVE NO TRACE

2017

SUNDAY

08:00 Yoga
FRIDAY
09:00 Osho Meditation
17:00 OPENING CEREMONY MAIN STAGE
10:00 Contact Improv Dance
19:00 Full Moon Spiral Meditation
11:00 Ray Thorpe – Who Needs a Psychiatrist
20:00 Documentary Session
When We Have Herbs and Entheogens?
12:00 Be the Change
13:00 Rhythm Unites Drumming Workshop
SATURDAY
14:00 Self Sufficiency
08:00 Yoga MAIN STAGE
15:00 Correct and Heal our Species – Pete Mitchell
09:00 Meditation Techniques
16:00 The People’s Revolution! An Evolution into the New
10:00 Voilet Flames – Partner
17:00 Open Discussion Circle
Stretching for Couples & Friends
20:00 Closing Ceremony MAIN STAGE
11:30 Sacred Geometry 101:
The What and the How
13:00 Rhythm Unites
KID'S
Drumming Workshop
Workshops
14:00 An Intro to Permaculture
SATURDAY
15:00 Ray Thorpe –
SUNDAY
09.00 Kid's Yoga
Say “KNOW” to Drugs
10:00 Michael Quinn Storytelling 09:00 Kid's Yoga
16:00 Didgeridoo Sound
10:00 Michael Quinn Storytelling
11:00 (No workshop during
Healing with Eshua Bolton
the Mad Hatter's Tea Party) 11:00 Modelling Mushrooms,
18:00 Open Discussion Circle
Monsters & Magnificent
12:00 Badgemaking
19:00 Documentary Session
Creatures

ThanK you piXies! }{

About the WorkshopS
Full Moon Spiral Meditation: come along and join
in our dynamic spiral ceremony. Feel your yin energy
assimilate with your yang energy.

Yoga: Greet the morning feeling stretched, refreshed
and ready to start the day. Gently flowing from one
posture to the next, work the entire body through
progressive movement and deep breathing.

Meditation Techniques: Tried meditating

and can’t do it? Come along and learn a variety of
techniques to ensure a successful practice.

Jungian Psychotherapy and his utilisation of mandalas
to explore the subconscious and integrate it with
consciousness, and an overview of how to draw the
fundamental sacred geometry mandalas.

Rhythm Unites Drumming Workshop
(Beginners to Advanced level): This will include
a brief history of the African drumming culture
and the history of the rhythm that you will learn. A
different rhythm will be taught on each day in case
you'd like to come again. Jessica will also take you
through some movement and African dancing.

Violet Flames Partner Stretching: Did you know An Introduction to Permaculture: A brief
that physical touch is the language of love. The human
body physically responds to the touch of someone else,
as an act which is there to aid, help and nurture one
another. This class will aid each other in the removal
of physical pain and limitation from the body. The
class begins with a Qi Gong component, and finishes
with pranyama/breathwork to energise you too!

introduction to permaculture, what to grow and where.
Understand the use and benefits of natural pattern. How
to get involved. What’s happening in the region, what
can happen in the region, then leading into question
and answer session covering permaculture topics from
participants.

Sacred Geometry 101: The What and How:

Nancy Reagan caused a lot of harm when she came
out saying “NO” to drugs. Many people over the years
have been harmed or have died because they don’t
understand legal, illegal or pharmaceutical drugs. Join

This workshop involves an academic lecture on the
historical, cultural and scientific significance of
Sacred Geometry and Mandalas, an exploration of

PleaSe... LEaVE

Ray Thorpe – Say “KNOW” to Drugs:

NO TRaCE

Here at Mushroom Valley there are a few things
we are extremely passionate about. One of those
things is LEAVE NO TRACE. Leave no trace is
simple – It is about minimising the impact we
have on the land. It is a set of ethics, a way to live,
not just for one weekend but for every single day
wherever we are on this beautiful planet,
Mother Earth.

Leave No Trace involves a changing of personal
commitment. By developing a personal connection
to the land and realising the value of the animals,
plants, and natural places, you create a reason
to care about how the world is managed. Seeing
yourself as part of nature rather than separate
from it is the key to embracing the need to care
for and preserve nature. We are one and the same.

Each year we get better and better and so do you,
so help us make this year even more amazing by
doing a few simple things:

HEalTH & SAFETY!

Reduce your waste, compost your food scraps,
avoid using single use ANYTHING and please take
ALL of your rubbish home with you… or to the
nearest recycling centre or appropriate rubbish
bin. Absolutely NOTHING should be left behind.

We want you to be safe, a big part of that is
education and taking responsibility for your
self but also caring for those around you. If you
feel sick in any way or somebody around you is
not well or you even just need somebody to talk to
please see one of our trained medical team who
are at the top of entry down into the festival.
They are very experienced in these type of
festivals and very friendly.

Ray as he explains the benefits, adverse effects and
dangers of illicit drugs.

Didgeridoo Sound Healing: Eshua’s sessions allow

you to immerse in the vibrations of the digeridoo &
Indigenous wisdom, reconnecting to your spirit, the land
and life-force. Sound vibrations from the didgeridoo
massage every cell in the body – inducing alpha brain
wave patterns, helping you to access deeper spaces of
meditation, your body intelligence and intuitive power.

Open Discussion Circle: Come along and speak. Share
your knowledge, discuss, debate. All welcome.

Osho Meditation: Osho believed that until we

released our stored emotional baggage, we are not able
to meditate. His practices involve dynamic movement
and expression.

Contact Improv Dance: This workshop will guide

you through a few partner exercises to loosen you up
and get you trusting in your partner! (You can come solo,
or with a partner!) Amber will speak a little about what
happens in the process of the dance and some basics of
how to start moving, the rest is up to you! After, we will
take our fun dance party to the D-Floor!

Ray Thorpe – Who needs a psychiatrist when
we have herbs and entheogens?: Ray explains

the spiritual and therapeutic benefits along with the
overuse or abuse of entheogens and other natural plants.

Be the Change: A well-known phrase, a hard reality –
we will talk about what powerful things we can do when
we adopt this notion.

Self Sufficiency: Luke and Harmony talk about the

how to and why of self-sufficiency and a lot more than
just the practical aspects.

Correct & Heal our Species – Pete Mitchell:

Come and listen to Pete’s latest learnings. He is the
author of Limitless Notions and a true professor of the
latest research. A specialist in Astrology, Russellian
science, Lamb ’s interpretation of creation plus much
more. An inspiring teacher of great knowledge, an
experience not to be missed….

The People’s Revolution! An Evolution into the
New (PANEL DISCUSSION): It is time for the people’s
revolution to activate and proceed peacefully.

SAY KnOW TO DRUGS WOrKSHOP
We do not condone the use of drugs, however we understand
that its a reality of festivals and we want to help educate
you in making the right decisions. Ray Thorpe will run a
workshop Saturday afternoon called “Say KNOW to Drugs”.

SUBSTaNCE TESTING
There will be substance testing kits by donation in a stall called
“Project Know” near the back of the dance floor. BE SAFE KNOW
WHAT YOUR TAKING!!!! Project KNOW is about empowering people
with awareness around substance use through the peer-to-peer
education and harm reduction. They work within the festival scene
of Australia, aiming to help manage substance use through promoting
substance testing and real information about psycho-actives.

AlCOHOl & DRUg TESTING

Alcohol & Drug Testing Before Driving Home
Our trained medical team will also have alcohol and
drug testing available from the medic tent until Sunday
and then at the gate from Sunday onwards.

Please drive responsibly and take advantage of this service.

